
Integromat is an integration platform that enables one to connect apps and 

automate workflows using a beautiful, no-code visual builder.

Extend the capabilities of your 
product with Integromat

To get started, your users will need to sign 

up for an Integromat account. Then they 

can connect your app and use filters, tools 

and other functions to create integration 

scenarios that will automate their work and 

totally explode your product’s API. 
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INTEGROMAT AS A SOLUTION

Simply choose a plan based on the amount of integrations needed. Try for free or paid plans 

start at 9 USD/month. 
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ACCESS FEATURES ON EVERY PLAN 

Filters, functions  
and other tools 

Build multi-step 
integrations

Connect to any  
HTTP API

Users can tailor every 

scenario to their needs to 

transfer and transform data 
from one app to another. 
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Connect to 500+ apps  

or use the generic HTTP 
module to connect to 

almost any online service. 

Build non-linear 
integrations connecting 

multiple apps within one 

integration flow.



DESIGN HOW YOU THINK

COMPARISON OF STANDARD iPaaS ELEMENTS

HOW USERS CAN START
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With Integromat, visually connect your apps in  

any way - horizontally, vertically or circular.  

Drag-and-drop “circles” together, connect to 

multiple pathways and create integrations that 

work the way you envision. 

Most intuitive integration builder on the market

Share with usersTry                       & automate today!
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 partners

N/A300 43N/A64

Starting price 
per month

Free plan or paid  
plans start 

 from 9 USD

Paid plan  
starts from  

595 USD

Free plan or paid 
plans start  

from 49 USD

Paid plan starts  
from 833 USD  

+ recipes

Free plan or paid 
plans start  

from 19.99 USD

is trusted by 100K businesses globally already 

Sign up with magic affiliate 

link intm.at/rd-station 

Use pre-made integrations 

or build your own.

Or contact our integration 

experts to build them.
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